Swanton Morley VC Primary School

HOME LEARNING JOURNAL – HOMEWORK CHALLENGES FOR YEAR 6
Learn all 100 words from

Learn all 100 words from

Learn all times tables to

Know all ‘whole number’

Know all ‘decimal number’

Spelling List A and be able

Spelling List B and be able

12x12 and be able to

bonds to 1000 and be able

bonds to 100 and be able

to spell >90% correctly

to spell >90% correctly

complete a ‘Speed Table

to complete a practice grid

to complete a practice grid

when tested.

when tested.

Grid’ in under 5 minutes.

in under 5 minutes.

in under 5 minutes.

Visit an art gallery and

Read a famous novel from a

Put up a tent. Camp out

Find out who Hughie

Walk at least 5 Km along

choose a ‘favourite’ work of

significant author of the

overnight in the garden on

Edwards was, what he did

one of Norfolk’s National

art. Recreate this artwork

20th Century. Write a book

your own. Take some

and why he is closely linked

Trails: Norfolk Coast Path

in your own style.

review.

photos before, during and

to Swanton Morley. Create

or Peddar’s Way. Draw a

after.

an A3 size fact sheet.

map of your route.

Devise a meal for your
family costing under £10.
Go to the shops, buy the
ingredients and prepare it
yourself.

Visit another county. Draw
Visit a local museum and

a sketch map to show

Make a bird box out of

record five interesting facts

where you went, how you

recycled materials suitable

you discovered while you

got there. Take a photo to

for a small garden bird to

were there.

illustrate what it was like

nest in.

Valet the family car and
take a ‘before’ and ‘after’
photograph.

there.
Interview someone over the

Listen to the Beatles album:

age of fifty to find out what

Go one whole week without

Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts

life was like in the 1980s.

looking at a television,

Club Band. Write a short

Collect pictures, text and

computer, tablet or phone

review of each track.

photos and create an ‘80s

screen!

Make a video about your
street or the area in which
you live.

Research your ancestors.
Create a visually interesting
family tree that goes back
at least three generations.

scrap book’.
BRONZE STICKER: 5 challenges completed | SILVER STICKER: 10 challenges completed | GOLD STICKER: 15 challenges completed | PLATINUM BADGE: 20 challenges completed

